A case of selfish nucleolar segregation.
Mitotic segregation of nucleolus in fission and budding yeast proceeds without disassembling its complex structure, creating challenging problems for transmission of nucleolus-organizing regions during nuclear division. The SMC complex called condensin, which plays a leading role in organizing mitotic structure of chromosomes in all eukaryotes, is essential for nucleolar segregation in budding yeast, where rDNA chromatin is the main target of mitotic condensin activity. Mitosis-specific condensin targeting to the nucleolus presents an attractive model to study mechanisms controlling condensin binding to specific chromatin domains. Recent reports suggest that the early-anaphase release of Cdc14 from the nucleolus (FEAR pathway) controls the proficiency of nucleolar segregation by promoting the mitotic condensin function in rDNA. This finding uncovers an essential function for the FEAR pathway and postulates the unique nucleolar self-regulatory mechanism, which evolved to recruit two essential enzymatic activities, Cdc14 phosphatase and condensin ATP-dependent supercoiling, for the specific task of segregating nucleoli without their disassembly.